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INDIVIDUAL PUPIL PROFILE NAME

DATES,

,...

CMHC SCAL E ACHIEVEMENT'
(Check all items which apply. Add comments.)

WR.17.ING

0 0 0 0 0. No ability to huld pencil ur crayntl,

o o 0 0 7 Scr ibblea.

0 0 o o 2 Carl copy vertical line of cr,Ciff.

0 0 o 0 3. Can copy two letters.

0 0 0 7- 4. Can copy name.

o o 0 0 5 Recurilab(y off tteS tinit narriff (without MOdel cotrect spelling)

0 0 0 0 (2). Can-copy short worth.

0 0 () 0 1. Writes at least three 'Nord% (With(,ut modal correct spelling)

0 o 0 0 B. Writes at beast ten worth (without mode) correct spelling)

o 0 o 0 9. Meaningfully combines Two or more wwds.

o o 0 0 10. Writ*fs [WO Of rnor, related sentences.

!Score Tota) number checked)

OATES RE AgING

0 0 0 0. Cannot recognize or identity simple concrete pictures ie !Joy!

0 0 7. Ca,' ,e(70grilft, And identity senple concrete pictures (e.g., boy)

0 0 0 2 Able to interpret simple action in pictures

o 0 0 0 3. Matches basic shapes

o 0 0 o 4. Matches letters

0 o 0 0 5. Matches ;hort words

o o u 0 6. Names at least 10 lettars

o o o 0 7 Can identity 10 or more wor ds

0 o o 0 8 Reads or ali.4 stor ies

o o o 0 9. Has oght vocabulary of at least 25 words

0 0 0 0 10. Reads books middle 2nd grade level tri ,,Gper 2nd grade level

(Score --rotal m: /Meg ctideed)

9

"See Apoonclis A for scale rationale
See Aooendtx B for corretpoorling age and grade tevels
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DATES

0

0

0

0

0

()

U

0 0 0 0

0 0 O Ll

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 U 0 0

0 0 0 U

0 0 0 0

0 1) 0 0

OATES

O 0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0 U

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 (3 0

0 0 0 0

0 (3 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

NAME

CMHC SCALE ACHIEVEMENT
(Check ad derns which evilly. Add comotentS )

NI...!MBE (4 CONCEPT

0 Nu inentier tit.)11celli

I nal i:oiscept II ortd (gives lust One bloi:k req.,oIti

2 Cooceptualices ti,g aild little ill tomp.110,4)17.s,

3 C01 iceptoj11105 ITIWIS VW SOS lei!. on COM04/,'Otiy,

4. Counts two oblecti.

5. Cthl fits S (!bInctS.

ti, Mintjlly JOIS ()tin to J reatribei OP to 5.

1. lk 1,,;'.4% m.initser t acts to atidlt Ion Thri,,,,,os 5.

? Kikiws ftwnoet facts in subtraction through 5

1 Know% IIII(flbef 13Cti TO 10 til simple iridium, and subtraction.

10 derjeining i.oncept iit inultiplicatem ( 2 a 2 tor n .3c 417100

(Sclite N/Til number (Jun:keen

TIME CONCEPT

0, No ii-.Oncept Of time.

I, Conceptuahres now versus liner.

2 Understands concept of day and night.

3. Can tell how old he et.

4, Conceptualizes today, tomorrow, yesterday

5 Recognize% daily schndl routines.

ti, Differentiate; ,.-iiek days from week ends

1. Names days of the week in order (by rntel

H. Tells time in hour units,

1. ASSOC141.5 hours of the day with specif.c activities (e .. 10 00 time for iill7e1

10. Knows cycle of the week ii e . which las, ` ,..1siks jr'il Prece-As which)

(Score total number checked/

1 0
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INDIVIDUAL PUPIL PROFILE

DA TE

_

LW CALL COMMUNICATION
(Check hojhest tern which apathies Add Comments /

/4,Ef:EP LANGUA(;E. NON VERBAL

0 0 t) 0 U. Dues ilc,I WIII0f ittlat.li 4ity non versed commune:At .iii.

0 0 0 0 1 tinder stareh terriole gestured t.ortittiansls, Se I . -sit dsserh' I

0 0 ) C./IA*1041Ni, bit nolo) Penturnimeri dires.t.ms, le . of' root Coat-I

0 1. the/re stands pardormineri ilium-tams lu uci.r cc :onion, talk. Ir g -thaw mail

0 4. Able to loIlow simple gestured conwersAtion, le . 'It s is cold day You need a
sweater-)

0 5. Ahle to follow complex gestured COI,VdiAtitifl, formal sign language arxl/or
lip reading.

ISCINM 2X number checked)

74E.CEPTIVE LANGUAGE yEFSESA1,,

UATE

.-
0 0 0 0 0. tgo verbal comprehension.

0 0 0 0 1 Understands simple commands, (e.g., sis down-)

0 0 0 0 2 Understands serial. 2 part directions. (e g., -Close the door and come here-(

0 0 0 0 3. Understands simple conversation (pre-school level)

0 0 0 CI 4 understands "everyday"' conversation.

0 0 0 0 5. Under stands complex conversation including abstraction and
o:incePtualir at ion.

DATE

(Score 2X number checked)

E Xf;!RESSIVE LANGUAGE_ NON VERBAL

0 No communication other than to convey displeasut or primitive wanu and nerds.
g . screams or cries when displeased, grabs for what he wants. etc.).

I Indcates needs or emotional reactrons by aPProrviate lackal, gestural or vocal
responses, (e.g., laughs, grimmaces. takes adult hand and pulls towards door, etc )

2. Utel simple gestures to communicate needs or convey simple activity, (e.g..
Pantomimes eating when hungry!

3. uses gesture to express preferences and more complex or sequential octivitY.

4 Able to carry on simple -conversation- through gesture, pantomime or tierFoning
sign language.

5. Carries on complex convers.abon through sign-language or writing

(Saw@ 2,C number checked,

10



0 0 0 4. Limitix.,t singhe word vocabulary concr,tte oblects, g , "ball," "doe
Thorne," "beby." etc I

0 0 0 5 Apfelerarce of action North and sheit phrases. le , "go out," "mama home,
Johnnie hungry." etc

J i.1 0 r. Use of connecting end modifying words. (e.g , "want to go home " "brra ball,"
'L>fetty dress. etc.).

0 0 7. of simple eePository speech, (e.g.. "I trice the dog. Want to take it home

0 Ci 0 a tieginning Usti of tense and gran,aticat structure (syntactical 'tniguagel
Communicetes .ralequately. but with paucity of language and frequent
.vl'3ctical errors.

0 0 0 0 Uses convernatiorial speeils effectively and ger correctly on simple level

0 0 tO .4evektoeti LiNU.1,41) mt:tutlyr.i.bil,ly to coneffy abstract cr. complex eleas.

:sr, or I number cherckr(1)

TELLuital LI TY

0 rAlmt.):rtrrty ,rolorel,v610

0 0 V.rty 1:rn,toft _fr, prod. hAvi o.coynoahlr! eirNdl or sourie%

O 2 wtvere.1 ,r r.00r vo,Crr rlt0Irv,

O 3 3:1.4if'y 1,1 ellogrbir, foderato ,frf cts Aahr( h utc n,IIy Ilief fere

I rnol!..q1:)1.a bra? nr.M.,,n.Ina) t ;v." or )bl.frns turf, on%
'Jur cq iovv aolon,o

; I ',tell gable cjf rorv 4/1,0 n), , ,'.
iSnore 7X rcalnnoT tTh.N.k..F1n

13

I I

UN1CATION SCALES Profile P. 10 & 11

here are five Cormunkation Scales: 1) Recepti ve Language-Non-Verbal, 2) Receptive Language-
, 3) Expressive Language-Non-Verbal, 4) Expressive Language-Verbal, and 5) Intelligibility.
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INDIVIDUAL PUPIL PIIIONLE Name

VI. SOCIAL - EMOTIONAL DEVE:OPMENT
(Seca ai offer tu CMHC SCiat ranging hum Of low! thfough 10 Ihmat,1

Date. A. Date'
TEST AREA SCORE COMMENTS I SCORE

AOAPflV E
BEHAVIOR

I. Socialitatam

2. Emotiooal T.)ris
anct Stability

3. Ecpu Function

Attircitaw

TO r AL SCOR E

MALAD,UTIvE
BE H A V TO R

I Voit,nt md.
0ISZt IC! NM,

2. A1 S(s...1,,I

3, W.thdrAw41

4 Styvuot pod ...nal/or

1"41.4x pr

TO T L SCORE

SUMMARY

C,A,]

COMM ENTS

DATE

13

SUMMARY DATE



INDIVIDUAL PUPIL PROFILE Name

CMHC SCALE ADAPTIVE BEHAVIOR
(Chock all which appolv)

I. SOCIALILATION

Dtt_is

Geoet,slly

0

Pelt

It pt )
C?."'1.4)1),
12 pts I

0 1. Watches and is 1/1817 Of 1.1!t,.

Out)

0

0 0 0 2. "Parallel" plays with othee chiklarn

0 0 0 3. SPontaneouslY plays or works with ono or more child.

0 0 O 0 4. Plays or works coorroratively in organized class activity.

o 0 0 0 5 Is wilful to 9114 t. take turns, etc.

o 0 0 6. Is willing to netp when rifted.

0 0 O 0 7 Voluntarily otter's assistance or does things for others.

0 0
C.) 0 8 Appears at ease with arid friendly towards unfamiliar th Wren

ancl adults.

0 0 0 0 9. Seems aware of and consehtvate of others frelino.

0 W tries to umierstand others and is empathetic.

(Score rota) number of points)

EMOTIONAL TONE AND STABILITY

pat.'?

Gi!IY
11 Pt.) ots.i

Ftarstry

pt I
G.metalty
(2 tarsi

0 0 1 Af fect appropriate to environe.thtal situation

o 0 0 2. Free of LIPAill.1 mood fluctuations.

0 0 3. Positive af fect (appear s cheerful and pleasant)

0 0 4 Recovers quickly from disappointment or failure.

0 0 0 5 Evidences Joon-All-Qtr. warmth And responsiveness.

(Score ;Ot..il number of points)

16

14



INDIVIDUAL PUPIL PROFILE

ADAPTIVE BEHAVIOR
(Chock all which aPV1Y)

iii. FcAQ. tuNcnoN

0458.

(1 Pt.) 12 ats.1

Ratetr
I I Pt.)

Gorier...ally

(2 ots.)

0 0 0 3 1. Accepts limns.

0 0 0 0 2. Is able to accept delays in gratification.

0 0 0 0 3. is able to ensoy himself and "have fun."

0 0 0 0 4. Takes snithstive in planning own time and activities.

0 0 0 0 5. Concentrates on a talk and perseyetes in face of difficulties.

0 0 0 0 6. Cen Continue to function in streu situations.

0 0 0 0 1, Channels eir expresses anger or 4w/fusion constructively.

0 0 0 0 8. Able to auert self and take initiative in a group situation.

0 0 0 0 9. Shows abi(ity in saCial situation) to see relationship between
s;wn behavier and consequences,

10. Other (e g .. m. 'copsiate behavior. realistic goals, creativity,

pltr,

0

0

sense of humor, ingenuity. etc.).

(Scitre total number of points)

IV ATTENTION
Check the highest that applies

0. E xtremel'o hYPeractive and distractible. car, focus only
momentarily

I Extremehe hyperactive and distractible telt can be task oriented
up to 5 minutes with supervision

2. Hyperactiv and distractible. but can briefly (up to 5 minutes)
Jain fix:us without st.ipervision.

3. Can he goal directed with supervision up to 15 minutes.

Can be goal directed without sumveiron up TO 15 minutes.

5. Can sustain wal directed activity until completion of taSk
Cover ',, hour) with minimal supervision.

(Score - 2)< item number)

17

15



INDIVIDUAL PUPIL PROFILE Wm'

CINHC MALADAPTIVE BEHAVIOR
(Check all that apply note specific behavior)

I. VIOIJNTIDESTRUCTIVE BEHAVJQR

....t8//

(1 Pt)

PAM

G*241...41b'

(2 Pa.)
ReI
(1 ot)

Date

generaibr
(2 pm)

0 0 0 0 1. Amessive towards others, mild, (e.g., out1ses, slaps, hits, etc.)

o 0 0 2. Aggressive towards othees: severe 1..4., kicking, biting, scratching,
using object as weapon, etc.).

0 0 3. Aggiestion object-directed, (e.g., throws things around room, breaks
toys, rips clothes, etc.).

0 0 4. Verbally agskeraive Zushavior, (e.g., saeams, yells, curses, threatens, etc.).

0 0 5- Other (e.g., remPer tantrums, etc.).

(Score total number of points)

II. ANTI SOCIAL and(rm REBELLIOUS BEHAVIOR

f 1 pt.)

pelt
Generifiy
12 Wt./

P#Ie
Rarely
It pt.)

Oeueralfy
(2 ptt)

0 0 0 1. Physically or verbally interfeces with others'activitios (e.g., knocks
over their work, disrupts group, grabs material, interrupts. etc.).

0 0 2. Verbally destructive or antagonistic (e.g., teases, mocks, mimics.
Provokes).

0 0 3. Resists school rules ar.o/or routines (e.g., cannot wait turn, doesn't
help clean up, refuses to participate, etc.)

0 0 4. "Uses people" leg., manipulates others, demands service, bosses,
wants own way. etc.).

o 0 0 0 5. Other (e.g., runs out of room, steals, lies, etc.)

(Score total number of points)

Pve.
cpwrAy

Pt.) (2 Pts.)

0

o 0

Date,

f.!ar!!!.y CrefalLY
(1 pt.) (2 pts.)

III. WITHDRAWAL

1. Self Absorbed (seems unaware of surroundings, absorbed in
fantasy, finger-play. etc.)

2. Unresponsive (apathetic, difficult to contact, shows little preference
for one child Of Idutt Over another)

3. Prefers solitary activity

4. Isolated or inept m social situations lacks sacral skills

5. Shy, frightened, Or withdrawn with strangers or in unfamiliar
surroundings. etc.

(Score - total number of points)

16
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CMHC SCALE MALADAPTIVE BEHAVIOR
(Check all that apply. ran.) specific tkenavior)

IV, sz_r!Rkpry? rttbr ltdAPPRONIIATE_BEHAVIOR

NM:

Rarely
(I IM.)

Gtner al
(2 Pm)

get.

t4.tffe(y
(1 pt.)

ge"leAY
(2 Pts.)

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 ')

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

TEACHER cpwnEN

DATE

DATE

I. inappropriate expression of affection (e.g., squeezing, touching,
hanging onto others. etc.).

2. Giggling or ieughing inappropriately 9r repeated stereotyped
noises, etc.

3. SteretityPed physical mannerisms and postuFing (e.g rocking,
head-banging, shaking or obeying hands. etc.).

4. SoltsoNrious stereotyped mannerisms (1,v:etche5, bites self,
hits self, hair pulling, etc.)

S. Inappropriate sensory exploration smelling, mouthing,
stroking, etc

6 Irtapprotxiate behav tor fl terms of age expectancies (e.g.,
rxces:inde crying or infantilism. inaPProtriate social behavior, etc.).

/ Wanders iway horn yroup or ()VI Of room Seems to lose
loon and wander aimlessly, etc.).

8. Appears to be responding to imaginary stimuli (e.g.. talking or
listening to an irridqInarf character, etc.)

9. Excessiye flufdity Of ingif!,ty in thoo4hfneocesses (e
per Wye, ates Of dwells On an idea or exhibits a looseness of
association. etc.I.

10 Other ii.g rnasturbat,on, taking off clothing. sucfden shrieking,
wetting, soiling, etc.)

(Score total number of points)

19
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THE INDIVIDUAL PUPIL PROFILE

The Individual Pupil Profile grew out of the need for evaluating and charting the progress of the
unique popurotion at The Center ror Multiple-Handicapped Children. This school is operated under the
auspices of the Division of Special Education and Pupil Personnel Services of the N.Y.C. Board of
Education. It was established to serve the needs of those children whose multiple disabilities mode them
ineligible for existing special educational facilities. The Center focuses upon diagnosis, education and
habi I i ration.

The children in this facility present almost the entire gamut of disabilities for which special edu-
cation has been developed. The population includes children from three through eighteen years of age
with a wide range of intellectual functioning from severely retarded through superior, ond multiple
physical, intellectual and emotional disabilities. There are chilaren with orthopedic handicaps, includ-
ing almost total functional disability, as in severe cerebral palsy and muscular dystrophy. Many of the
children hove hearing and language disorders. There are also children with visual deficits, neurological
dysfunction and many with severe emotional problems.

While many instruments and methods for evaluating handicapped children have already been
developed, the diversity, range and combination of disabilities at the Center called for a unique instru-
ment For assessing functional levels, setting goals and charting progress. It was for this specific purpose
that we set about constructing the Individual Pupil Profile.

;t was designed for assessing children in special educational facilities, it was also planned
for wider u:e with children in regular schools or in institutional settings.

In planning the prof; le, we attempted to define the major functional areas brought into play in achild': daily I. In this ontext we delineated the following categories:

I Intellectual Functioning
II Acodem;c Achievement

III Perceptual-Motor Ski I Is
IV Physical Functioning and Self-Help Skills
V Communication

VI Social-Emotional Development

The aim was to present, under one cover, as comprehensive a picture as possible; one in which all
the personnel involved with the child could contribute their findings. We were also interested in pre-
senting the data in aich a way that even qualitative observations could be translated into quantitative
form, thus making it possible to chart a child's progress more precisely.

In exploring the tests and scales already in use, we found them either too limited in range, too
selectively focused, or inappropriate for our population. For example, we could not administer a stand-
ard achievement test to a child who could not manipulate a pencil, a child who could not hear the
instructions or a :hild who could not respond verbally.

Therefore, building on alreody existing studies*, and by consulting area specialists, we devised
our own rating wales in areas where we felt that existing measures did not meet our needs. Specifically
we constructed scales to assess Achievement, Communication and Social-Emotional Developmer . For
the or, 7. of Intellectual Functioning, Perceptual-Motor Skills and Pkysical Functioning, we were able
to -,uk1;fy are-existing tests and incorporate them into Ouf overall structure.

The construction -; the scales was approached with the aim of formulating a developmental series
af graduated skills based on readily observable behavior. In doing so, we started from a ooint where the
child had no observable ability in an area and worked upward, by progressive units of achievement.
All scales were constructed to range from a base of zero t a high of ren.

The Achievement Scales consist of 1) Reading, 21 Writing, 31 Number Concept, and 4't Time
Concept. These scales start wirh no ability in the specific arm e.g., "no concept of time, and
extend upward through what is usually considered middle to upper second grade level, e.g., "Tells
time up to 1/2 hr. units. '' An attempt was mode to make the steps between intervals approximately
:equal. The cut-off point of middle to upper second grade was decided upon since it was felt that beyond
this level of achievement, assessment could be made with existing materials.

See bibliography 2 2



lb,* Communication Scales are designed to assess Receptive Language, Expressi ye I.Jagal and
Mechanics of Speech. The Expressive and the Receptive Language areas were,in turn,dMded into
PI41-Verof ondVrbcI components, thus making it possible to rate communication skilk in ony child,

e mciiretotolly without speech or hearing or even unable to use his hands. Again the
scales base at no ability in the area, e.g., "no verbol comprehension" and progress in normal develop-,
manta! sequence. Here, however, the scales reach overage functional obi lity relative to age-expectancy.
The section on Mechanics of Speech foHows the form in general use by speech-therapists and is com-
prised of InteHigibility, Voice, Articuiation and Rhythm. Of these only intelligibility is scaled, while
the other factors are desca7Wiquali tati vely.

The section on Physical-Functioning and Self-Help Skills is divided into two main areas:

I Physical Functional Status
II Motor Development and Self-Help Skills

It was devised in accordance with standards of evaluation used by physical and occupational
therapists. Under Physical Functional Status is included I) Grots-Motor Skills (Ambulatory activities),
2) Range of Motion, and 3) Muscle Strength. The Motor De7eTopment Section uses a standardized instru-
ment wilich rotes self-help skills in terms of age levek.

The Sociol-Emotional Scales are divided into two main sections: Adaptive Behavior and Mal-
adaptive Behavior. Each of these, in turn, is divided into four components: Adaptive Behavior into
1) Sodalizat;on, 2) Emotional Trne and Stability, 3) Ego-Function, and 4) Attention. Malodaptive
Behavior into I) Violent and, or Destructive, 2) Anti-Social and/or RebeHious, 3) Withdrawal, and
4) Stereotyped and/or Incppropriate.

These scales presented a different problem from those on Achie4ernent or Communication. Social
and emotional adjustment does not lend itself so readily to developmental gradients; and for the section
on Maladoptive Behavior, developmental gradients would be inappropriate. We did, however, construct
+e scales to maintain the convention of scoring from a low of zero to a high of ten, and, as far as pos-
sible, tfie descriptive items were arranged in progressive steps.

All the scales are in descriptive terms and easily understandable so that a teacher can use them
effectively on her own. However, where supportive personnel is available, it is preferable if some of
the scales be filled out collaboratively. The Communication Scale is best filled out in conjunction with
a speech therapist, and the Social-Emotional Scales done jointly with a social worker and/or psychol-
ogkt

As mentioned previously, we were able to incorporate pre-existing tests into our overall structure
for the areas of Intellectual Functioning, Perceptual Motor Skills, and fh rico! Functioning. The sec-
tions on In lectual Function,ng and Perceptual-Motor Skills would um' ly be contributed loy a psychol-
ogkt who can administer appropriate individual tests. Addition& contributions shoukf be made by the
reacher, occupational therapist, or other personnel. The section on Physical Functioning and Self-Help
Skilh was designed -.pecifically For use by physical and occupational therapkts but, if necessary, can
C-1:-Fc"Tge :d descriptively by teachers. iFor more detailed descriptions of the scales and their use, see
Append;,, A and B. I

deligninq this Instrument, it was our intent that it serve three major functions:

1. That the preparation and use of the Profile, in itself, help to Focus each
professional involved on the peciFics of the e'nild's behavior and function.

2. That the Profile encoureKie group thinking ona lead to a comprehensive
diagnostic picture.

3. That the Profile establish current levels of function'ng and lend itself to
both ongoing assessment of progress and to prescriptive teaching.

After three years of use at the CMHC and on-going revision and refinement, we t found that
the instrument does, in Fact, se...rye these purposes. Teachers, in particular, have found rne scales helpful
in focusing attention an tine specifies of behavior rather than on generalizations, e.g., "Johnnie reskts
participation in the group and prefers solitary activities, rather than "He is a difficult, stubborn child."

In staff-conferences on inddual children, the Profile serves as the initial struchoe from which to
proceed. The various disciplines contribute their findings and the resultant group-process yields a compre-
hensive picture of the child's strengths and weaknesses from which future educational planning evolves.
To complete the process, a summary sheet is used to integrate the Findings of the ,arious disciplines, and
to provide diagnostic and prescriptive statements. Thus we feel that the IPP has dual value both in the
process of preparation and as a comprehensive evaluative report.

2
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(HEAD - Appendix A - 1
Profile Description & Instructions)

IDENTIFYING DATA Profile P.1

The Individuol Pupil Profile was initially developed with a view towards the multiply handicapped
child. The diagnostic data in this section although primarily medical is de:ived from on initial multi-
disciplinary conference.

le 4-.a course of working with a child, there is frequently a change in the diagnostic picture and
space is therefore provided for reassessment.

Schools, agencies or institutions might find it desirable to modify this section according to their
own needs.

SUMMARY SHEET Profile P.2

The summary sheet is placed at the beginning of the profile for easy access. It is intended to
present a comprehensive, diagnostic and descriptive statement on the child. There is also a section to
record pertinent Family History and the Current Home Situation since these are clearly relevant to a
child's school adjustment. (In most settings this latter section will be contributed by the social worker.)
The summary can be contributed by the psychologist, social worker or whomever else the school designates.

RECOMMENDATIONS Profile P.3

In +is section space is provided For program recommendations in the six major areas of focus. It is
intended to be used as a vehi',:le For recording the results of a staff olanning conference fejarding an
individual child.

Here all staff involved with the child may contribute their thinking and jointly arrive at a pre-
scriptive plan. There is an odjacent 'section for ;_vogress notes in each area, in which effected changes
and further plans may be described.

At the bottom ai the page recommendations may be made as to changes in class or school placement.

INTELLECTUAL FUNCTIONING Profile P.4

The section on Intellectual Functioning is used for reporH I the results of standardized intelligence
tests administered by a psychologist.

Sufficient space is provided to record the results of repeated evaluations for comparative purposes.
It also is intended that descriptive .-fata, as well as test scores, will be recorded. In addition, there is
;pace provided for recording the results of prica tes ring .

Appendix 3

PERCEPTUAL MOTOR Profi le P. 5

This ,tection is used For recording the assessment of visual-motor functioning. We specified the
Bender-Gestalt as the test of choice ;ince it is the measure in most common use and can be scored
quantitatively (using the Koppitz method"") as well as yielding rich qualitative data.

As an alternative measure, we specified the Geometric Designs subtest from the WPM for
those chil;:ren who may be either too young or Who eeidence such extreme difficulty in visual-motor
functioning as to be below scorable level on the Bender. The child's performance is noted in term; of
functional age-level rather than standard score which enables the WPSSI to be used even when the child
is above 7 years of age.

" Bender, Laurette. Bender Motor Gestalt Test. American Orthopsychiatric Association Inc., 1946.

IP" Koppitz, Eli zabet'h M. The Bender Gestalt Test For Young Children. New York Grune & Stratton,
1964.

*** Wechsler, David. Wechsler Preschool & Primary Scale of Intelligence. New Yor The Psychological
Corp., 1963.

4
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These two tests should be administered by the psychologist; however, !n this section, the teacher,
the occupational therapist and any other appropriate personnel may odd pertinent data and their own
descriptive comment.

SUPPLEMENTARY PSYCHOLOG/CAL TESTS Profile P.5

This section is used for reconiing the results of diagnostic testing not covered in the pievious sec-
tions, for example projective tests, more refined diagnostic assessment of language disability. diagnostic
reading tests, etc.

ACHIEVEMENT DATA SHEET Profile P.6

The Achievement section is used to record the results of both standardized ochievenszet iests and
the CMHC scales. The Wide Range Achievement Test was designated as the preferred standardized
measure since it is applicable to a diverse population, is designed to stcrt at a pre-kindergarten level,
and is easily administered. However, it is expected that other standardized tests may also be used and
space is provided for recording results. The page has been organized to provide for recording the results
of repeated evaluations for comparative purposes.

ACHIEVEMENT SCALES Proffle Pp. 7 & B

The CMHC Achievement Scales are divided into Air major areas: 1) Writing, 2) Reoding,
3) Number Concept, 4) Time Concept.

Each scale is composed of ten steps ranging from a low of zero (no observable ability in the area)
to a high of ten (approximately middle to high second grade level). They are constructed in a develop-
mental series of graduated skills based on readily observable behavior and an attempt was made to keep
the developmental intervals between steps approximately equal. (For age and grade levels corresponding
to achievement scale steps, see Aenciix B.)

The teacher is responsible For these scales and rates a child by checking all steps which the child
has mastered. The score For each section is derived from the total number of items checked and is
reported on the Achi,iement Data Sheet (page 6) with an appropriate comment.

The. Scales are set up so that they may be used for four successive evaluations, allowing for a quick
visual assessment of progress.

COMMUNICATION DATA SHEET Profile P.9

The Communication section is designed to assess Receptive Languoge, Expressive Language and
Mechanics of Speech. Receptive and Expressive Language are, in turn, broken down into Non-Verbal
and Verbal components. Each has a corresponding scale. The scores from these scales are recorded on the
Communication Dahl Sheet which is divided into two sections to allow for an initial assessment and a re-
evaluation. The summary statement at the bottom of the page is for the purpose of pulling together the
data and Formulating an individualized language program.

The non-verbal scales should be omitted if the child communicates verbally. (Originally, we had
included both verbal and non-verbal scales for all children, but found that the results were misleading
since the verbal child does not have the need to develop non-verbal modes of communication. Resulting
low scores in these areas, therefore, did not reflect the level of overall language development.)

The section on Mechanics of Speech is comprised of Intelligibility, Voice, Articultition, and
Rh thm. Of these onrili;Tligibility hos a corresponding scale, while tile ;Ten at.7e-b-incid by descrip-
tive comment.

The Communication section was designed primarily for use by a speech therapist. If a speech
therapist is not invo I ved th a child, the teacher can rote the child on the scales and add descriptive
comments on the other i terns .

* Jostak, J.F. & Jastak, S.R. The Wide Range Achievement Test. Wilmington, Dela.: Guidance
Associates, 1965.

5
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COMMUNICATION SCALES Profile Its. 10 & 11

There are five Communication Scales: I) Receptive Languoge-Non-Verbal, 2) Receptive Language-
Verbal, 3) Expressive Language-Non-Verbal, 4) Expressive Language-Verbal, and 5) Intelligibility.

Each scale is desigr.ed so that the scores range from ci low of zero, representing no observable
ability in the area, to a high of ten which represents average functional ability relative to age expectancy,

As mentioned previously, the scales were designed for use a speech therapist but can, without
difficulty, be used by other school personnel. The score far each section is derived from the highest item
checked (in the five point scales the rating checked is multiplied ay two). Results are recorded on the
Communication Data Sheet (page 9) with an appropriate comment.

The scales are arranged so that they may be used over four successive evaluations, allowing for a
quick visual assessment of procjress. Ordinarily only the initial and the final assessment w ould be trans-
ferred to the Data Sheet. (0.g. - final assessment before graduation or transfer to another facility.)

The scales, with the exception of intelligibility, are constructed in a developmental series of
graduated skills based on readily observable language function. Intelligibility is rated in terms of com-
prehensibility ano ;rticulation.

Appendix 7

PHYSICAL FUNCTIONING AND SELF-HELP SKILLS Profi le P. 12

This section was devised in accordance with standards of evaluetion in use by physical and occupa-
tional therapist-, and is primarily intended for their use. It is divided into two main areas: I. Physical
Functional Status, and 11. Motor-Development and Self-Help Skills. Under Physical FunctianaiStahrs is
inciuded 1. Gross-Motor Skills, 2. Range of Motion, and 1. Musce StrengtF.

Grass-Motor SkiH. iudes I. Mat Activities, 2. Wheel air Activities, and 3. Amoulation
Status.

Thk., section an Motor-Develnament and Self-Help Skills is based on a standard test, The Motor-
Development Test, in common .,,se iccupational therapists. It yields scores in terms of age norms in
or.ee !iited :.)n the Profile, are, in addition, yields an over-all functional age-level. As in other areas
of rhe Profile, there k space provided for two successive evaluations.

rhis :ection of the Profile was devised primarily far physically handicapped children where medical
personnel were expected to be involved in evaluations. However, it can also be of use in settings where
medical personnel cannot be directly invol ved or wi th children who are not primari ly physically handicapped.

For .!xample, if a teacher fill; out this section of the Profile, no quantitative scores would be used,
but the teacher could make descriptive comments under mc y sections. For example, under Arnbul :tion
Status, she might note whether the child had a normal gait r walked with a limp, also whether or not
tTITCTi Id had difficulty running, ,:auld . jump, etc. Similarly, under Self-Help Skills, the t,ocher could
note whether a child was able to put an and zip up his own jacket, feed himself, etc. Thus, while not
being scorable, this section ,ould still be. used for both noting areas where the child needs help and for
charting rhe child's progress qualitatively.

Soc AL-EMorIONAL DEVELOPMENT - DATA SHEET Profile P.13

section, reflecting social adaptation and emotional adjustment within the school setting, is

comprised of Adaptive Behavior and Maladaptive Behavior. Each of these is, in turn, broken dawn into
fouv a 4 iec ts, under Adoptive Behavior is presented 11 'Socialization, 2 Emotional Tone and Stability,

Egn-L.,nc tion, 4) Attention. Under Malodaptive Behavior is 1) Violent and, or Destructive, 2) Anti-
Social a-dior Rebellious. 3) Withdrawal, 4) Stereo-typed and; or Inappropriate.

The sections on Range of Motion and Muscle Strength can only be filled out by medical personnel and
would be left blank if no medical personnel are available.

6
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Each ot the subsections has a corresponding scale, the scares from which ore recorded OA the
Social-Emotional Data Sheet. A total score is obtained for both Adaptive and Maiodatstive Behavior
which helps give an overall indication of adoption arid can be us for comparative purposes to chart
progress. As in the previous areas, the Data Sheet is divided into ewo sections to allow for an initial
amessment and a re-evaluation.

The summary statement at the bottrym of the page is for the purpose of pulling together both rhe
qualitative ...Ind quentitative data to present a comprehensive picture of the child's adjustment and ro note
areas of strength and weakness, where heip is needed, etc. In settings where clinical personnel is avail-
able, they might be expecte,i to be resi,:esible for surnMary

SOCIAL-EMO TIO NA L SCALE S Prof i le P. 14-17

Mere are four scales for Adaptive Behevior: I) Socializ,,.ri)n, 2) Emotional Tone arid Stability,
31 Ego-Function, 4 ftention. The four scales for Maladaptive Beha,,ior are: 1) Violent/Destructive,
2) Anti-Social and Rebelliotr., 3) .N;tildrawal, 4) Stereotyped and Inaporopriate.

In constructing these scales ;7 was clear that adjustment aid not readily lend itself to developmental
gradients, especially in the ir4e'Srnen t of rnaladaptive or inappropriate behavior. However, we did main-
tain our canventien of ..coring from a low zero to high of 10, and, a-, for as possible, attempt to
arrange the jescripti ye items in progressive steps.

In selecting ,areas to be :overed and .:hoosing specific 'behavior to be fated, we developed a
framework by which teachers r 3ther personnel could reflect u comprehensive picture of the child
through recordirxj readily Db..ieriui ,,,rlovior rather than through generalizations.

All ;reins which apply Ni thin each scale ore checked. T'ney are weighted according to their fre-
quency of occurrence, "Rarely '' yielding one point, ''Usually'' yielding two points. (If a specific behav-
ior is not observed the item is not checked.) The scales are composed of either five or ten items. When
there are ten items rilt1 total score is ,.ibtained by dividing the total number of points earned by two.
When there are only five items the total 'score is equal to the total number of points earned.
"Attention" difers from the other scales in that it can be rated progressively. Therefore, only the
highest item oroalicable is checked. thi, scale ranges from a low or zero, representing no ability to
sustain Focus, ro a high of ten which represents sustained goal-directed activity. As there are only five
steps, the scaled tiCore is twO times the item number checke.

The scales are set up so that iiley may he used for two successive evaluations facilitating assessment
of progress. The scores are then entered on the social-ernotional data sheet.

At ti"e end of these ;cales there is room for Teacher's Comment. Here a teacher might sum up his
impressions af a child and note specific recommendations, etc. This is not intended as a substitute For the
more :omprehensive summary staterrnt on the data sheet. The rtorenents made often supplement and
enrich the scaled information. It is also useful for teach. to iot .own specifics of behavior next to the
particular items checked en the scules.

2
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APPENDIX B

ACHIEVEMENT SCALES CORRESPONDING AGE AND GRADE LEVELS

In developing the Achievement Scales, we attempted, ce fee as possible, to hove the graduated
steps within the Scales correspond to progressive age and grode norms. To establish these norms we con-
sulted o variety of source material. We also conferred with teachers who are actively engaged in early
childhood education. Among other resource material we used developmental studies such as those con-
ducted by Gossett and by Cate II and standardized early childhood tests such as the Merrill-Palmer, the
Stonford-Binet and the Wide-Range-Achievement Tests.

WRITING

Step

No ability to hold pencil of crayon

Age Grade

G.

I. Scribbles 1;-2 yrs.

2. Can copy vertical line or circle 3-3; yrs.

3. Zan copy two letters 4-4; yrs. Pre-Kg.

4. Can copy ne:rr- 5-5; yrs. Early Kg.

5. Recognizably writes first name
i.Correc t spelling - without model)

5;-6 yrs. High Kg.-Beginning 1st

6. Can copy short words 6 yrs. Early 1st

7. Wri tes at least three words 6; yrs. Middle 1st
(Correc t spelling - witfiou I' model)

B. Writes at least ten words
Corrt:.0 t spelling - w i thou t model)

;6-7 yrs Middle to upper 1st

9. Meaningfully combines two or more words 7-7 yrs. Early to middle 2nd

10. 'Writes two or more related ser,ences yrs. Middle to upper 2nd

For a complete list of source material, see Bibliography
a
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READING

Grade

0. Cannot recognize or identify simple concrete
pic lures (e.g., boy, house, etc.)

.OEM0 01.0.

1. Can recognize and identify simple concrete 2-2 j!
Pich-trei (e.g., boy, house, etc.)

2. Able to interpret simple action in pictures 3-31

3. Matches basic shapes 4-41 Pre-Kg.

4. MO tc h es letters 5-51 Early Kg.

5. Matches short words 51-6 High Kg.-Beginning 1st

6. Names at least 10 letters 6 Early 1st

7. Can identify 10 or more words 61 Middle Ist

8. Rea& primer stories &7.-7 Middle to upper Ist

9. Has a sight vocabulary of at least 25 words 7-71 Early to m iddle 2nd

10. Reads books middle to upper 2nd grade levei 71-8 Mk1dle to upper 2nd

NUMBER CONCEPT

Step

No number concept

A9e Grade

0.

I. Has concept of one (gives just one block
on request)

21-3

2. Conceptualizes big and little in comparisons 3 -11

3. Conceptualizes more versus less in comparisons 31-4

4. Counts two -:)jects (hands two blocks on request) 4,-41 Pre-Kg.

5. Counts five objects 41-5 Pre-Kg. to Kg.

6. Mentally odds one to a number up to 5 51-6 High Kg.-Beginning 1st

7. Knows number facts in oddition through 5 6-6; Early to middle 1st

8. Knows number Facts in subtraction through 5 Middle to upper 1st

9. Knows number facts to ten in simple addition
and subtraction

7-7!, Early to mkkile 2nd

10. Beginning concept of multiplication Middle to upper 2nd

3 0
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TIM CONGEFT

Grade

0. No concept of time Oa.* WWII&

1. Conceptualise,* now versus later 2-21

2. Undentands concept of day and night 21-3 .111MMIO

3. Can tell how old he is (in years) 31-4 -
4. Conceptualizes today, tomorrow and yesterday 4-41 Pre-Kg.

5. Recognizes daily school routines 4-5 Pre-Kg. to Kg.

6. Differentiates week-days from week-ends 5-5/ Early-Kg. to middle-Kg.

7. Names days of the week in order (by rote) 6-61 Early to middle 1st

8. Tells time in hour units 6/-7 Upper 1st

9. Associates hours of the day with specific
activities

7-7/ Early to middle 2nd

10. Knows cycle of the week (i.e., which day
follows and precedes which)

71-8 Middle to upper 2nd

31_1
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